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iVShis study feas presented Cildon :as professional man of letters, r:as
creative writer, and as critic in order to discuss -Hie body of iiia aoric

As hack journalist working with Ton Broun 

and Dunton he engaged in a variety of chores, sene of which wen sub-

:; •
and to evaluate hio achlevexenU

•; is

literary but a few of wiiich had sos® pro tensions to literary saerit of a 

v^nor sort, for among tee early journals "junton’s & then'! art ?,£rcusy 

reputable* As editor of several miscellanies he assembled some raihor good
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crosa-ooction3 of contemporary literary taste, introduced a few goed pieces 

to the world, and used his rriscellanios to introduce his own pcotry and 

criticlenj and in an age when oven Dzyden brought out a rdsceilary, Cildon*s 

viere favorably rerarded. Although bis biographical Renoirs were cheap, shoddy
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jobs done quickly to capture a passive: opportunity, they have minor histori

cal value* At least one of his works on deism decervea praise for its 

thorough, thoughtful attest to roach the popular audience with a refutation
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of deistdc principles, and his compilation, thong* hasty, was sc wide— 

ranging and informative that It is still consulted and cited, 

lation was acre than coapstent, and his textbook Bewared up to the standards
‘Ihas as

Ms iraue-

of his ago woll enough to he reprinted lato into the century*
skilled, versatile, often admirable,profesaic^al sssn of lattors he was

xaerely facile, and occasionally unscrupulous.sosctiriea
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■*a creative writer uildcn deserved 

frequently ponderous 

occasional poetry, but alnoet

nor© respect. Ae poet fc© was an— 

in bis attempts at lyrics, gauche in
distinguished and

bis stiff
convincing in hie carefully reasoned,

cogently presented, excessively hortatory didactic poetry. -Is dramatist
ha practiced tragedy but temporised with the passing, taste for extraneous 

...xwj nevertheless, by dwelling upon the passions he 3onetla»e attained 

iind sustained tl-e intensity of i-roek tragedy, and a few of bis blank verse 

speeches reach genuine elevation} but these addeverenta arc .HI exceptions

rather than the rule, for dildon as dramatist aspired acre often Iran he

performed. fut ids best creative work was in fiction, there be developed 

a siisple, direct, quick-moving papula:. narrative stylej }ao recognised and

developed aany of the possibilities of tlte club device to unify collections 

of epistolary fiction} he contributed to the happy carriage of epistolary 

fiction and gentle instruction which Addison later performed} he demonstrated 

remarkable control over simple and fairly complex plotting} and he early 

recognized and effectively used the satiric possibilities of allegorical 

narrative thinly disguised by transparent irony.

But idldon took Jiinoelf most seriously as critic. As a defends r cf the

firm advocate of the Aristotelianancients, as a proponent of the rules, ao a

tradition who conceived cf epic and tragic poetry *s the serene

noble public morality* h© unT&ilingly
analytic

instrument for forming and maintaining a
vehemently insisted that it present and reward only 

should Isavc official direction of it.
championed the stage and

what would please the qualified few, who
lower than the great wreck tragedians,Therefore he placed Shakespeare

iinan satire, and thatWilton second to borer, epic and tragic poetry above
other wide-ranging specific judgment o f men

above English satire} his
similarly logical applications

in burn
of 'tfceoe clear principles# No

and works are
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servile echoer of anyone, he supported or differed from the nanea cf

hie day as they accepted or rejected these principle©.

7?as rational, systematic, consistent, and rigidj although he lacked saneitive

Thu© as critic he

nose, perception, and flexibility, he possessed perspective, logic, and

And although his convictions increasingly opposed popular tacte,judgment*

he nsvertbelsBa left several opinions on major laatier© which the judgment

of tine has confirmed*


